
ENGINEERED DESIGN
Our patented post protector designs increase struc-
tural integrity while reducing maintenance costs, 
and wear and tear on maintenance equipment.

SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL
Earth friendly, strong and flexible, steel 
accommodates every post material and size, 
making steel the best defence for all posts.

365/360° PROTECTION
From bottom up, protect the entire post from the 
elements, heat and cold. Prevent damage, cracking, 
premature aging, insect infestations, and more.

COLORS AND FINISHES
Available in beautiful, premium-powder coated 
finishes, our post caps, finials, and post protectors 
provide a high-end, enviable curb appeal. 

GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY
We guarantee you’ll love the protection you get 
with Fence Armor. Our post protection products are 
backed with our 5-year manufacturer’s warranty.* 

SAVE MONEY
Fence Armor is made to last, which means 
a one-time purchase could save money on 
repairs, entire fence, or post replacement. 

PROTECT OUR PLANET
Unlike plastics or aluminum, steel is infinitely 
recyclable, and prolongs the life of the fence’s 
posts, preventing pre-mature replacements.

ELEMENTS OF PROTECTION
From top to bottom, protect new, and existing 
posts against the elements – preventing damage, 
cracking, twisting, and premature aging.

HARD CORE QUALITY
Made with American steel, and galvanized zinc, our 
post protector products are finished with a premium 
powder-coat, ensuring 360° hard-core protection. 

TOP NOTCH
Exceptional product, aesthetic, customer care, 
and warranty combine to prevent, prolong and 
protect your property’s curb appeal and value. 

BENEFITS THAT MATTER EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES

Learn more about  
the benefits of using 
Fence Armor® on 
your posts.

For more information 
call or visit us at:

Download it
FREE Today!
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Prevent, protect
and prolong the life 
of your fence and
our environment.
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Prevent. Protect. Prolong.™



POST CAPS
CAP-OFF ADDITIONAL DAMAGE

Introducing the first universal 4x4 Fence Armor® 
Post Cap featuring the revolutionary, patent-
pending Fence Armor® Cap Claw.™ Designed to 
slide easily into place on wood or vinyl posts, our 
caps provide the long-lasting, premium-protection 
you’ve come to expect from Fence Armor.® 
Protect posts against rain, snow, sun, hail, and 
hot or cold temperatures that affect untreated, 
damaged and, exposed post-end-grain. Prevent 
the damage, and protect against warping, 
twisting, and cracking. Prolong post-life – 
Beautifully.
Available colors and finishes:

          White

          Black

THAT’S A CAP!
INSTALLATION... 1... 2... DONE WITH 
OUR PATENT-PENDING CAP CLAW™

The press-fit design of the Fence Armor® 
Cap Claw™ features two self-adjusting underside 
prongs that stabilize and lock-in the Fence Armor® 
Post Cap to exposed post tops. A top-threaded-
hole design allows for finial attachment, and post 
cap removal.
Fits Posts: 3 ⅜˝ to    4 3⁄16˝
Coming Soon: 5 ½˝ to 6 3⁄16˝

CUSTOM CURB APPEAL
MAKE YOUR POST CAP & UNIVERSAL FINIAL 
STAND OUT WITH A CUSTOM-ORDER COLOR.

LEARN & SEE MORE
QUICKLY & EASILY INSTALL THE 
FENCE ARMOR® POST CAP & FINIAL 

UNIVERSAL DECORATIVE FINIALS
TOP-UP ON CURB APPEAL

Adding style and elegance to the top of Fence 
Armor® Post Caps is easy with Fence Armor’s 
Universal Decorative Finials. Our Finials work 
great with any existing post caps, too. Simply 
drill a ¼ ̋ hole on the existing cap’s center, and 
affix the Fence Armor® Universal Decorative 
Finial with the nut provided. 

Available in a textured premium, powder-coated finish:

          Black

* FENCE ARMOR® guarantees the powder-coat finish during regular wear and tear. LIMITED WARRANTY: FENCE ARMOR® will 
replace, during the warranty term (combined  2-years on finish, and 5-years on steel) on defective products, which includes 
the following: peeling, flaking,  corroding or product failure due to a material defect. This limited warranty applies only if 
product(s) is installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and building codes. All product design and/or availability 
are subject to change without notice.

Caps are also 
available in white.

Universal 
Decorative 

Finial

Post Cap 
with Cap Claw™


